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About Agency
We are a design agency Ad Power Creative. We are
successfully working in the Ukrainian market since 2011.
Our Ukrainian clients are international brands: BASF,
Nokian Tyres, Suzuki, DuPont, DHL, Credit Agricole,
Bosh, Henkel, Delegation of the European Union to
Ukraine, and others. But with war with Russia, we were
forced to go farther and take steps to work worldwide.
We are a professional team of graphic designers,
art specialists, HTML programmers, and animator
designers. Ready to work with print, web, HTML, and
animation advertising. Our main value is high-quality
work to make breakthrough results for our clients by
creating advertising. We work to achieve a high and
efficient results for your company.

Main
services

Concepts creation

Complex design services

Animation development

Our clients

Development of an
advertising campaign idea
for Suzuki

Task

Solution

Create a campaign
for 2 models – Vitara and SX4
To highlight the benefits of two
cars to increase sales and strengthen
the image. The idea was to ask the
customers - what is SUZUKI for each
of us? For one – it is traveling with low
consumption of petrol. For others it is
a big family car, for the next one – it
is a modern and stylish car. All these
feathers can be found in a brand of
Suzuki

Creation and development of
an advertising campaign idea
for Suzuki

Task

Creation and development
of a dynamic banner and
animated video to highlight
the benefits of Vitara and SX4

Solution

The idea is based on a key
point: equal cars that suit the
character and taste of each
user

WATCH VIDEO

Creation of a poster in the context of the anti-corruption program in Ukraine
for EU4PFM

Task

Solution

To create a conceptual poster for the
State Customs of Ukraine and related
points with contacts for citizens’
appeals in case of corruption
The poster is designed in the style
of the EU4PFM structure, using the
necessary elements and an image that
attracts attention. It also has a QR-code
for ease of use in addition to basic and
contact information

Creation of a concept for the
advertising campaign of the
Ukrtetelecom service

Task

Solution

To create a concept for the
Ukrtelecom service, highlighting its
main components and directions,
including the emphasis on user
benefits
We offered the concept of a winwin lottery, where everyone can
find what they need. Bright colors
and animated effects distinguish
the banner from other competing
products

Creation of the OOH concept for
Nokian Tires

Task

To create an OOH concept for the
Nokian Hakkapeliitta R3 tire

Solution

Creating a design, taking into
account the characteristics of
the Nokian Hakkapeliitta R3, with
main emphasis on improving
the readability of the board and
information at different distances

Board design
for BASF

Task

Solution

To create the idea and style of a
promotional series of layouts in 1+1
format
Creation of a visual with bright
accents on the product.
Development of call-to-action
copywriting and visualization of
campaign terms

Designing a photo area for the
Jazz Festival in Lviv with an ACC
advertising

Task

Solution

To design the photo area,
following the stylistics of the
location and the event itself,
using the necessary brand
elements
The design decision was
to combine a photo of the
location of the city of Lviv and
a saxophonist appealing to
the Jazz Fest. The bright name
and logos are highlighted in
contrasting colors for better
distance reading

Creation and development of an
animated video for BASF

Task

To create and develop
an animated video to
advertise the Pulsar Flex
product

Solution

Development of an idea
with text storyboarding,
storyboard design,
animation, and voice
acting for the video

WATCH VIDEO

Creation and development of an
animated video for BASF

Task

Solution

To create and develop an
animated video for the
financial program with
Aval bank
Script development,
ideas, storyboards, and
animation with music
and voice acting

WATCH VIDEO

Adaptation of an international
advertising campaign
for GAP

Task

Solution

To adapt the international advertising
campaign of the most powerful
clothing retailer in the United States
for the Ukrainian market
Adaptation of the campaign to the
needs of Ukrainian consumers,
adhering to the basic requirements
of the customer company. Creating
bright solutions with subsequent
placement in the print media and
for the OOH

OOH concept creation
for Suzuki

Task

To create a creative concept for the
Suzuki Vitara advertising campaign in
the context of the summer season

Solution

Summer is a time of travel and new
experiences. With the upgraded
Suzuki Vitara, an ocean of impressions
awaits you! The visual part combines
significant places of Ukraine and
photos in the context of memories
that stay. The OOH concept has been
transformed into online formats and
videos

Development of a creative idea,
design, and adaptation to
dynamic banner formats
for Suzuki

Task

Solution

To create and develop
a dynamic banner that
would reflect the main
characteristics of the
updated Suzuki Jimny car
model
To show characteristics
through travel in different
conditions. Compact for the
metropolis, convenient and
safe on the road

Adaptation of the global summer
advertising campaign of the Vianor
tire center for the Ukrainian market

Task

Solution

To adapt the concept of a global
advertising campaign for the
Ukrainian market
Adaptation of the visual part to
different formats, development
of the main message

Creation of the concept
of the New Year’s Sale campaign
for Suzuki

Task

To create an advertising
concept for online placement
before the launch of New
Year’s discounts at Suzuki
showrooms

Solution

The main New Year’s
character is Santa Claus,
who sees the Sale sign with
binoculars and thinks about
buying a new car from Suzuki

Creation of creative stickers
for Suzuki Vitara

Task

Solution

To create a design of stickers
for Suzuki Vitara for exhibition
in a mall
Suzuki Vitara branding with
positioning as a family and
comfortable car — for any
height, age, weight, and
status

Suzuki SX4 car
sticker design

Task

Solution

To create a sticker design
for a test drive Suzuki SX4
Branding the Suzuki SX4
using minimalist elements
with mentions of the main
technologies and advantages of
the car in the context of “value for
money”

Creation of the concept
of a new advertising campaign
for Ukrtelecom

Task

Solution

To create an advertising campaign
concept for a new network from
Ukrtelecom
To create a mascot for a series of
boards, pre-rolls, and other types of
promotional products, using a nonstandard image. The hamster in this
concept determines the message of
accessibility, visibility, and fun for the
target audience

Creation of insulation
packaging design
for KNAUF Insulation

Task

Solution

To create a packaging design for universal insulation for the home
The main brand colors and elements
with emphasis on the characteristics
of the insulation, its main components,
and the environmental friendliness of
this material are used

Creation of an advertising
brochure/catalog
for KNAUF Insulation

Task

Solution

To create a catalog design with heat
and sound insulation materials for all
house structures
Development of design using
photographs, 3D modeling,
and infographics to convey the
completeness of the characteristics
of each type of product, its
main technical and production
characteristics

Product design creation
for Concrete by Kovalska and
its divisions

Task

Design of printed products (catalogs,
brochures), design of banners for
branding of construction zones, etc.

Solution

We created a new design of catalogs,
redesigned current products to a
new format. Creative design of a
banner (wide format) for branding
of fences in zones of construction of
new residential complexes

Infographics design
for EU4PFM

Task

Solution

To create a series of infographics
on Authorized Economic Operators
(AEO)
All elements are made in a single
style and a specific list of colors
that match the brand book. The
processed information received
the structure and accessibility of
perception in various formats –
both print and web

Creating of PPO infographics for
EU4PFM

Task

Solution

To create a series of infographics to
explain the implementation of the
PPO system to potential consumers
Infographics are designed using
corporate colors in the form of
a diagram for accessibility of
perception. The material can be
used both online and in print

Packaging creation
for BHFZ

Task

Solution

To create packaging for a new drug
Axotilin, which aims to rehabilitate
and support blood vessels in people
after a stroke
Develop a visually minimalist style
that contains recognizable elements
for the target audience, such as lines
in the form of neural connections,
a sketch of the brain, etc. The main
reference point is the difference
between analogs and recognizability

Designing a flyer
for BHFZ

Task

Solution

To create a methodological guide for
farmaceutical representatives with
basic information and data about the
new drug Imibacid
A two-sided leaflet (A5, A4 format)
was developed, with an accessible
and recognizable visual part, which
contains the main characteristics
of the drug. For ease of perception,
graphic elements, tables, icons are
used

Designing a brochure
for BHFZ

Task

Solution

Create a Key-visual and brochure design for the launch of the new drug
Prodex on the pharmacological market
All elements are made in the style
of racing, which corresponds to the
main characteristic of the drug –
rapid analgesic action

Concept creation and brochure design
for the American Chamber of Commerce
(ACC)

Task

Solution

To create and develop a brochure
on the structure of the ACC with
a description of the activities of
committees and management
Development of a brochure with the
individual cutting of registrars; nonstandard infographics

Creation and development of
leaflets for Kinstellar

Task

Solution

To create and develop a concept of 10
information leaflets for an international
conference
Creating a design based on the
achievements of each of the 10 Kinstellar
countries

Development and design
of a corporate gift
for Kinstellar

Task

Solution

To create the concept of corporate
gift and its design
Our team has found a way not just to
donate wine but to package it creatively.
The box of wine is easily transformed into
a birdhouse. Step-by-step instructions
will help to make and install a birdhouse
on a tree

Development of a cycle
of dynamic banners
for Robota.ua
Task

Solution

Development and adaptation
to the formats of New Year’s
creatives for Robota.ua
To create dynamics on the
given design conditions to
attract attention: dynamic
replacement of Christmas
trees, change of colors,
glitter, and other Christmas
attributes. The main
purpose of the product:
after the holidays, visit the
site Robota.ua to find a
decent vacancy. Enough
of putting off. This version
also includes active links
to mobile applications
WATCH VIDEO

Creation of a concept
for the Nokian Tires and
Epicenter cobranding project

Task

Solution

To create a concept for posters with
the Nokian Tires product line for an
advertising campaign in the Epicenter
hypermarket chain
Posters include the main terms of the
promotion in an accessible format for
potential buyers

Creation and development and
design of an invitation to the blacktie dinner for Thanksgiving with
individual cutting for ACC

Task

Solution

To create and develop the concept of
an invitation to a black-tie dinner for
Thanksgiving, following the style of the
evening and the convenience of the
format
Combine the classic symbols of autumn
and Thanksgiving in an elegant
invitation. Embossing, die-cutting, and
foiling were used in the production

Creation of infographics
for BASF

Task
Solution

To create infographics for the product
Development of structure and algorithm
for accessibility of material perception.
Design icons and universalization
of style with eye-catching look to highlight
the product among competitors

Creation of an information leaflet
for BASF

Task

Solution

To create a key-visual and
postcard for the joint action
program xarvio™ FIELD
MANAGER and BASF
Combining the corporate styles
of the xarvio™ FIELD MANAGER
agricultural platform and the
BASF brand with the addition of
images and infographics with a
promotional offer algorithm

Creation of infographics
for BASF

Task

Solution

To create product infographics
for online and offline use
Use of end-user infographic models
available for better perception of
information. Emphasis on basic
data, such as benefits, properties,
characteristics

Creation of a series of images for
BASF social networks

Task

Solution

To create a series of visuals for
educational social networks with
a focus on the benefits of BASF
products
Create a series of COOL/NOT COOL
animated visuals that show the main
benefits of BASF products in a bright
and accessible form

Creation of a creative concept
for Brevant

Task

Solution

To create a creative concept for
further use in print for the group
of rape hybrids TM Brevant
Execution using corporate colors in
a minimalist style with the use of
individual hand-drawn elements

Creative idea and design
for a Pioneer advertising campaign

Task

Solution

To create a layout concept
for Pioneer Protector technology
To draw a combination of three
components: innovative technology,
a direct result, and maximum plant
protection

Creative idea for a Pioneer
advertising campaign

Task

Solution

To create a layout concept
for Aquamax technology
Highlight the main benefits of
technology

Creative idea for Pioneer
advertising campaign

Task

Solution

To create a layout concept for high
oleic hybrids, taking into account the
features and benefits
To combine the main common feature
for the listed hybrid’s advantage in the
visual part and emphasize the advantage
of purchasing the product (profitability)

Creative idea and design
for the Pioneer advertising campaign

Task

Solution

To create a product concept (sunflower
hybrid), the main characteristics of which
are yield and adaptability to growth
conditions
Visualization of the product with a creative
element: a map of Ukraine, paved with
a picture of a field of sunflowers, which
highlights the idea of adaptability of this
hybrid to soils and weather conditions of
Ukraine

Concept creation and development
and calendar design
for Suzuki

Task

Solution

To create and develop a corporate
calendar concept for dealers and
partners
Combining universal style with
the features of the Suzuki brand.
Background complements the
characteristics of each product

Design and publishing
of desktop calendars
for Nokian Tires

Task

Solution

To create and develop a 2021 desktop
calendar design
Design, brand colors, development
of an individual calendar grid. The
calendar has a cardboard base for
ease of use, which contains the
current and next year, the main
contacts, and logos

Creation of a wall
calendar concept
for BASF

Task

Solution

To create a concept of a wall calendar for
BASF, where the main insight should be
“Grow and keep growing” – a business
strategy that includes sustainable
development of partner businesses
and increase profits for users of BASF
products (herbicides, seeds, etc.)
A thematic series of visuals has been
developed, which includes the process
of human/plant/business growth/
certain development. The image of
a happy child is thematically linked
to the growth process, which also
symbolizes the usefulness and safety
of BASF products

Creation and development
of a quarterly calendar
for Knauf Insulation

Task

Solution

To create and develop a quarterly
calendar focusing on the benefits of
Knauf Insulation products
The lining of the calendar is made in
the form of a multi-story building in
sections. This design indicates the
use of insulation on exterior walls and
sound insulation on interior floors

Design and package production
for Bosch

Task

Solution

To create a non-standard design
of the corporate package
Eye-catching design creation for
a series of paper and plastic bags.
For paper, we use the texture
of concrete walls and tools. For
polyethylene, the visual effect of
holding the tool by hand on the
slots for the hand

We look forward
to working with you!
Luteranska str., 13,
of. 22, Kyiv
+38 (044) 393 92 58
+38 (067) 260 72 37
ad@ad-p.com.ua
www.ad-p.com.ua
adpowergroup

